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Welcome to Laughlin!
42nd Annual ARARA Conference, 2014

Welcome to Laughlin, Nevada, at the heart of the 
Three Corners area where the states of Nevada, 

California, and Arizona come together, a region of extensive 
 archaeological and historical significance in a magnificent 
desert setting. Although ARARA will not be offering 
organized field trips this year, I hope you take the time to 
explore the area.

The conference is headquartered in the Colorado Belle 
Casino Resort, where all paper presentations, committee 
meetings, vendor activities, and the annual auction and 
banquet will take place. The papers are interesting, the 
Vendor Room will have its usual complement of treasures, 
and the annual Auction is sure to have a wide variety of items 
up for lively bidding.  

Woven among these activities, the business of ARARA 
will also take place, and I encourage you to participate: pick 
a committee that looks interesting and go to its meeting; 
plan on attending the Annual Business meeting at 9 a.m. on 
Sunday. ARARA continues as an organization only because 
its members volunteer to help run it.

Enjoy the conference!
—Diane Hamann, ARARA President

ARARA Annual Business Meeting
Sunday, May 24, 2015, 9:00 a.m. in the Gallery

Agenda
Call to Order – President Diane Hamann
Officers’ Reports
 President Diane Hamann
 Vice President Sandy Rogers
 Secretary Jennifer Huang
  Minutes, 2014 Annual Meeting, Rock Springs, Wyoming
   Action needed: Approval of Minutes
 Treasurer Jack Wedgwood
Committee Reports*
 Standing Committees
  Nominating Committee – Chair Amy Leska
   Election of Board Members – Results
  Education Committee – Chair Carolynne Merrell
 Ad Hoc Committees
  Archives Committee – Chair Sandy Rogers
Annual Conference Report – Conference Coordinator
  Donna Gillette
2015-16 Nominating Committee
 Action needed:  3 ARARA members to be elected to serve 
  on the 2015-16 Nominating Committee
New Business
 Proposed Changes to the Code of Ethics – Discussion
Adjourn
*Additional committee reports may be added by the Board prior to the Business Meeting.

2015 ARARA Acknowledgements

Once again ARARA members have volunteered to 
bring your annual conference to you! On behalf of the 

membership, Local Chair Ruth Musser-Lopez and Confer-
ence Coordinator Donna Gillette are pleased to acknowledge 
the hard work and contributions of the following individuals:
 • Auction Chair: Glenda Simmons
 • Auctioneers: Dell Crandall, Larry Rubins 
 • Audiovisual: Daniel McCarthy, Sandy Rogers, Scott Seibel
 • Awards: Troy Scotter and anonymous reviewers
 • Conference Program Layout and Cover: Ken Hedges
 • Conference Registrar: Donna Yoder
 • Donations Coordinator: Elaine Holmes
 • Education Committee Student Presentation Coordinators: 

Carolynne Merrell, Sherry Eberwein
 • Logo and T-Shirt Design: Scott Seibel
 • Program Chair: Louis Hillman
 • Public Relations: Chris Gralapp
 • Publications Sales and Mailing: Jim Keyser, Ken Hedges
 • Vendor Room: Marglyph Berrier, Patti Genack 
 • Volunteer Coordinator: Teresa Saltzman
 • Colorado Belle Casino Resort, Laughlin, Nevada

Thanks are also extended to those who had input into 
preliminary field trip planning:  Ruth Musser-Lopez; 
Elaine Holmes; Anne McConnell; Matthew Leivas, Council 
Member, Nuwuvi Chemehuevi Tribe; Jay Cravath, Director, 
Chemehuevi Cultural Resources; Linda Otero, Fort Mojave 
Cultural Center; Kurt Russo, Native American Land Con-
servancy; Archaeologists Russell Kaldenberg and Stephen 
Horne; Agency Archaeologists including Pat Hicks of the 
Bureau of Reclamation; David Nichols and Steve Daron 
of the National Park Service; Stanley Plum, Jim Shearer, 
Christopher Dalu, Jennifer Frederick McGuire, and Renee 
Kolvet of the Bureau of Land Management.

There are so many people who support ARARA and help 
with the Annual Conference—if we have inadvertently left 
anyone off this list, please accept our apologies along with 
our thanks!

Historic Colorado River steamboat depicted in a petroglyph at Corn Springs, 
Riverside County, California.



ARARA 2015 Conference Program
Colorado Belle Casino Resort, Laughlin, Nevada

Thursday, May 21, 2015
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Board Meeting—Mangia Room
12:00 noon – 7:00 p.m. Conference Registration—Entrance to Gallery
5:00 – 7:00 p.m. Happy Hour: NO-HOST BAR with LIGHT REFRESHMENTS—Gallery

Friday, May 22, 2015
1:00 – 5:00 p.m. Conference Registration—Entrance to Gallery
6:00 – 8:00 p.m. Reception—Entrance to Gallery
8:00 – 9:30 p.m. Auction items may be delivered to the Auction Committee—Vendor Room
8:00 – 9:30 p.m. Vendor Room Setup
8:00 – 9:00 p.m. Poster Setup—TBA
8:00 – 9:00 p.m. Presenters deliver PowerPoint files to the A/V coordinator—Entrance to Gallery

Saturday Morning, May 23, 2015
6:30 – 8:00 a.m. Vendor Room Setup
7:30 – 8:00 a.m. Poster Setup—TBA
7:30 – 8:30 a.m. Publication Committee Meeting—Mangia Room
7:30 – 8:30 a.m. Conservation Committee Meeting—Mangia Room
7:30 – 8:30 a.m. Archives Committee Meeting—Mangia Room
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Conference Registration—Entrance to Gallery
8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m. Vendor Room Open (also open during breaks, lunch, and until 6 p.m.)
 Auction items accepted at the Auction Table in the Vendor Room, when open.

9:00 – 10:30 a.m. Session 1, Conference Welcome and Opening Presentations—Gallery
 Blessing TBA
 Welcome and Announcements

Diane Hamann, ARARA President
 Paul Jackson: Mojave Cultural Presentation
 Ruth Musser-Lopez: Geographic and archaeological introduction to the Laughlin area
 Chloe Berghausen: The Writing on the Walls: Neolithic Rock Art at the Ness of Brodgar
  2015 Castleton Award Winner for Excellence in Rock Art Research
10:30 – 11:00 a.m. BREAK

Vendor Room Open
11:00 a.m. – 12:00 noon Session 2, Moderator: Jim Keyser—Gallery
 Jerry Dickey: The Esplanade Style: A Motif Analysis
 Jon Harman: The Origins of the Great Mural Art of Baja California
 Darla Garey-Sage: Mythic Revelations: Ethnography Revisited
 Richard Jenkinson: DStretch at the Great Gallery

12:00 noon – 1:30 p.m.   LUNCH
Vendor Room Open

12:00 noon – 1:30 p.m. Education Committee Meeting—Mangia Room
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Saturday Afternoon, May 23, 2015
1:30 – 3:00 p.m. Session 3, Moderator: Larry Loendorf—Gallery
 Ruth Musser-Lopez: Mojave Style
 Charles Williams: A Poor Man’s GIS
 Kevin Rafferty: The Rock Art of Valley of Fire, Clark County, Nevada
 Angus R. Quinlan and Darla Garey-Sage: Pahranagat Style Rock Art at the Delamar Flat Site, 

Lincoln County, Nevada
 Jessica Joyce Christie: Cultural Landscape and Intangible Heritage: The Case of Blue Bull Cave 

in Canyon del Muerto, Arizona

3:00 – 3:30 p.m. BREAK
Vendor Room Open

3:30 – 5:00 p.m. Session 4, Moderator: Ken Hedges—Gallery
 William Breen Murray: Sierra de San Carlos, Tamaulipas: Rock Art on the Mexican Gulf Plain 

(Report)
 Janine Hernbrode and Peter Boyle: Petroglyphs and Tonal Boulders at Cocoraque Butte: 

Further Evidence of the Flower World Belief Among the Hohokam
 Jeffrey F. LaFave: It’s Not Just About the Paint: A Proposal to Recognize a Petroglyph 

Component Within the Great Mural Rock Art Tradition from Baja California
 Janet Lever-Wood: Plants, Petroglyphs, and Place
 David Sucec: The Perplexing Panel: Considerations of Style and Cultural Affiliation
5:00 – 6:00 p.m. Vendor Room Open
6:00 – 8:00 p.m. SILENT AUCTION, AUCTION, and NO-HOST BAR—Captain’s Room

Sunday Morning, May 24, 2015
7:30 – 8:30 a.m. Website Committee Meeting—Mangia Room
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Conference Registration—Entrance to Gallery
8:00 – 9:00 a.m. Vendor Room Open
9:00 – 10:30 a.m. BUSINESS MEETING—Gallery

All members welcome
10:30 – 11:00 a.m. BREAK

Vendor Room Open
10:30 – 11:00 a.m. Poster Presentations: TBA—Authors will be by their posters
 David A. Kaiser: Willamette Falls: Rock Art at the End of the Oregon Trail
 Kish LaPierre, Richard Arnold, Maurice Frank-Churchill, and Ron Escobar: Preliminary 

Investigations of 39 Known Archaeological Sites Containing Rock Writings on the Nevada 
Test and Training Range (NTTR), Nellis Air Force Base

 Jon Picciuolo, Devlin Gandy, and David W. Robinson: Pinwheel Cave (CA-KER-5836): 
Preliminary Archaeoastronomy Implications

11:00 a.m. – 12:00 noon Session 5, Moderator: Jennifer Huang—Gallery
 Carolynne Merrell: Two Southern Idaho Vulviform Sites Compared with Similar Sites in 

South-Central Nevada and Eastern California
 Alice M. Tratebas: Pictograph Dating and Conservation Issues at the Hey Rockshelter in the 

Black Hills
 William Nightwine: Changes in Rock Art Production
 Ekkehart Malotki: Persuasive Ice Age Art at the Upper Sand Island Rock Art Gallery
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12:00 noon – 1:30 p.m.   LUNCH
Vendor Room Open

12:00 noon – 1:30 p.m. Board Meeting—Mangia Room

Sunday Afternoon, May 24, 2015
1:30 – 3:00 p.m. Session 6, Moderator: Gary Bridges—Gallery
 Diane Fox and Jim Uhrinak: Lynx Paw Petroform: Great Lynx/Underground/Underwater 

Panther connections
 Panel Discussion: Drawing on the Past: Why Drawing Matters in Rock Art Recording. 

Panel Moderator: Chris Gralapp. Panelists: Linda Olson, Jane Kolber, David Lee, Janet 
Lever-Wood. The centerpiece of rock art recording is the carefully made scale drawing. This panel 
will discuss why drawing is important, techniques for accurately seeing and recording images, the uses 
of accurate renderings to land managers and researchers, and personal philosophies about how to 
approach the process.

 James D. Keyser: 48SW85: A Hunting Magic Petroglyph on the Green River

3:00 – 3:30 p.m. BREAK
Vendor Room Open. Vendor Room Closes After This Break

3:30 – 5:00 p.m. Session 7, Moderator: William Breen Murray—Gallery
 Lawrence Loendorf: Pictographs, Tobacco Headdresses, and Tobacco Gardens
 Ahmed Alsherif: Discussion: The Debates Around Styles and Chronology of Saharan Rock Art 
 Anne Q. Stoll and George Stoll: Seeking the Shelters of Zimbabwe: Year Three, 2015, the Field 

Report
 Jamie Hampson: Murujuga: Dynamics of the Dreaming in Western Australia
 Steven J. Waller: The History of Music Notation Began with Rock
5:30 – 6:30 p.m. No-Host Bar—Captain’s Room
6:30 p.m. BANQUET—Captain’s Room
  Banquet Speaker: Terri Robertson 
   Protecting the Landscape

Awards
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2015 ARARA Conference Abstracts
Sorted Alphabetically by Author

Ahmed Alsherif (Sebha University, Libya)
Discussion: The Debates Around Styles and Chronology of Saharan Rock Art 

This paper discusses and presents the debates around chronology in the Saharan rock art. Furthermore, the debate about 
the chronology of Saharan rock art is still ongoing. The chronological debate developed around many proposals focuses on 
stylistic assumption, superimpositions, studies of varnish, environmental conditions and represented subjects. Many paintings 
and engravings sites were investigated in North Africa’s Sahara desert such as southern Oran, Algeria, the Tassili-n-Ajjer in 
south eastern Algeria, Fezzan massif in western Libya, Southern Morocco, Ro de Oro, and the massifs of the Hoggar, Adrar 
de Iforas, Air, and Tibesti Libya-Chad frontier. 

Chloe Berghausen (University of San Diego)
The Writing on the Walls:  Neolithic Rock Art at the Ness of Brodgar—2015 Castleton Award Winner 

This paper presents the results of using Decorrelation Stretch Algorithm (DStretch) at the Ness of Brodgar site dur-
ing the 2014 excavation season. The Ness of Brodgar is part of the UNESCO World Heritage site on the Orkney Islands 
of Northern Scotland. It was in use from 3200-2300 BCE and is the first Neolithic site to show evidence of paint. The use 
of DStretch in the field as a potential tool for the discovery of paint on the Neolithic megalithic structure yielded positive 
results. It was the first time DStretch had been used methodically on any archaeological site in Scotland. Use of DStretch 
suggested that two additional structures on the site have paint on the walls and stone piers.

Jessica Joyce Christie (School of Art and Design, East Carolina University)
Cultural Landscape and Intangible Heritage: The Case of Blue Bull Cave in Canyon del Muerto, Arizona

This paper is a case study of Blue Bull Cave in Canyon del Muerto, Arizona. I will analyze overlays of Basketmaker, 
Pueblo, and Navajo pictographs. The dominant Basketmaker images are the large frontal anthropomorphs which suggest 
authority figures. Pueblo subject matter is inspired by the human and natural worlds. The Navajo have added a ye’i figure, 
a star panel, and 19th century charcoal drawings of horseriders. The rock art together with the archaeological material and 
ethnography provide insights into the successive human landscapes in which the role of the canyon changed from a resource 
to a spiritual place and heritage site.

Jerry Dickey (Independent Researcher)
The Esplanade Style: A Motif Analysis 

The Grand Canyon is composed of a variety of geological strata, including the Esplanade Bench, which appears to be 
an exclusive setting for a unique Late Archaic pictograph style known as the Esplanade Style. A multi-year research project 
that focused in part on this particular rock art style has resulted in the documentation of 42 of these sites. This presentation 
will examine the results of a motif analysis, which has not only added to our knowledge but has raised new questions as to 
the function and placement of these images on the landscape.

Diane Fox and Jim Uhrinak (Milwaukee Audubon Society)
Lynx Paw Petroform: Great Lynx/Underground/Underwater Panther Connections

Boulders in a prominent paw-shaped petroform within a larger Wisconsin site (Fox 2011) serve as a strategically located 
mnemonic signal, visually similar to the bottom of a huge cat’s foot breaking through the earth from below, proportional 
to and approximately 1000 times the size of a lynx paw. Additional stones complete a forward visual alignment bilaterally 
bisecting the paw, consistent with Jones’s (1998) observations regarding mountain lion images as metonyms of directional 
symbolism. Literal interpretation of lynx as an earthly representation of the Great Underground Panther (Skinner 1921) 
may offer insights into Great Lakes Algonquian and Siouan oral traditions.

Darla Garey-Sage (Nevada Rock Art Foundation)
Mythic Revelations: Ethnography Revisited

Indigenous commentaries explicating rock art’s social and cultural contexts are usually characterized as slight or non-
existent within Great Basin rock art studies. In one of the most influential volumes in Great Basin rock art studies, Heizer 
and Baumhoff stated “The recent Great Basin tribes ... deny having made them [petroglyphs] for any reason” (1962:11). 
Revisiting ethnographic data in the form of narrative and linguistic transcriptions offers some clues for the role of rock art 
in indigenous world views among “recent Great Basin tribes.”
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Jamie Hampson (University of Western Australia & Stanford University)
Murujuga: Dynamics of the Dreaming in Western Australia

Located on the coast of Western Australia, Murujuga (also known as the Dampier Archipelago) is one of the world’s 
most significant rock art regions, with perhaps more than a million engraved motifs. Murujuga, which means “Hipbone-
Sticking-Up” in the local Ngarda-Ngarli language, contains the famous Burrup Peninsula. The Burrup petroglyph assem-
blage exhibits extreme stylistic heterogeneity and includes anthropomorphs (some with headdresses and other ritualistic 
paraphernalia), zoomorphs (both terrestrial and marine species), therianthropes, geometrics, and what may be the earliest 
representations of the human face. I analyze some of these recurring motifs and consider how they differ from rock art in 
other regions of Australia.

Jon Harman (DStretch.com)
The Origins of the Great Mural Art of Baja California

In the Sierra de Guadalupe there are hundreds of Great Mural sites with a mixture of stylistic traits.  At the large sites 
Cueva San Borjitas and Monos de San Juan superimpositions show that some painting styles are older than others.  I will 
review the oldest figure types at those sites and show images from other smaller sites with similar figures.  These may be the 
oldest Great Mural sites.

Janine Hernbrode and Peter Boyle (Arizona Archaeological & Historical Society)
Petroglyphs and Tonal Boulders at Cocoraque Butte: Further Evidence of the Flower World Belief Among the Hohokam

The Flower World is an ancient and wide-spread Uto-Aztecan belief system that is evident in the American Southwest 
among Puebloan and Mimbres people but not among the Hohokam. We recently reported the presence of Hohokam Flower 
World imagery including flowers, birds, butterflies, and certain symbolic forms representing flowers at Sutherland Wash near 
Tucson. A new recording project, including a proximity analysis of the relationship of the petroglyphs to the well-known 
tonal boulders at Cocoraque Butte, revealed similar Flower World imagery. This suggests that belief in the Flower World 
may have had broader distribution in the Tucson area.

Richard Jenkinson (Independent Researcher)
DStretch at the Great Gallery

The Great Gallery in Canyonlands National Park is one of the premier rock art sites in North America. Analysis of my 
photos using Jon Harman’s DStretch program has enabled me to make new discoveries at a site that I have been visiting for 
over 30 years. This presentation will examine several figures at the Great Gallery that are significantly enhanced through 
the use of Dstretch.

David A. Kaiser (Oregon Archaeological Society)
Willamette Falls: Rock Art at the End of the Oregon Trail (Poster)

Willamette Falls, one of the largest waterfalls in the Pacific Northwest, was a major Indian fishing site. It was a focus for 
trade and a significant feature of the mythology of nearby tribes. Oregon City, established next to the falls in 1829, attracted 
numerous settlers. The area soon became industrialized, utilizing the force of the falls to power various mills, changing the 
surrounding landscape and nature of the falls themselves. However, evidence of its importance to the indigenous people can 
still be seen in its limited remaining rock art.

James D. Keyser (Oregon Archaeological Society)
48SW85: A Hunting Magic Petroglyph on the Green River

A petroglyph panel at 48SW85 in southwestern Wyoming presents a convincing case for hunting magic rock art. Based 
on differential weathering and revarnishing of the carvings, different stylistic signatures of artists drawing various animals 
and humans, and key superimpositions, the hunting scene can be confidently identified as the product of at least half a dozen 
artists reusing the site for more than a century. The panel’s structure shows a communal big game hunt whose components 
depict a corral (that incorporates the panel’s natural surface features), several animals, and several humans in different roles 
as participants.

Jeffrey F. LaFave (Independent Researcher)
It’s Not Just About the Paint: A Proposal to Recognize a Petroglyph Component Within the Great Mural Rock Art Tradition 
from Baja California

Great Mural rock art includes some of the largest and most visually stunning painted rock art sites in the world. However, 
researchers and observers have largely ignored a less dramatic, though important, petroglyph component that is also part of 
the Great Mural rock art tradition. Indeed, the only existing definition posited for the style specifically excludes petroglyphs 
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by limiting Great Mural art to “paintings.” However, fieldwork and literature review have revealed that numerous petroglyphs 
exist within the same geographic area and they include similar subject matter and motif forms as the paintings. Accordingly, 
a petroglyph component should be recognized within the definition of Great Mural rock art. Once a petroglyph component 
is included, various questions need to be considered, including issues regarding the scope of the component and possible 
differences in function between the petroglyphs and the painted sites. 

Kish LaPierre (Nellis Air Force Base), Richard Arnold (Nellis Air Force Base Tribal Coordinator), Maurice Frank-Churchill 
(Duckwater Shoshone Tribe), and Ron Escobar (Chemehuevi Indian Tribe)
Preliminary Investigations of 39 Known Archaeological Sites Containing Rock Writings on the Nevada Test and Training 
Range (NTTR), Nellis Air Force Base (Poster)

There are 39 known archaeological sites on the Nevada Test and Training Range (NTTR) containing a variety of rock 
writings. The sites are primarily distributed in two areas; western portion of the NTTR and NTTR South Range. Nellis Air 
Force Base is planning a collaborative archaeological and ethnographic research project involving NAFB affiliated Tribes and 
project archaeologists who will collectively update and record these sites within the next two years. Collaborative methods 
will integrate traditional tribal knowledge and contemporary interpretation with archaeological methods of recordation 
using DStretch software, high-accuracy Trimble GPS technology, and detailed stylistic analysis. 

Janet Lever-Wood (ARARA member/Independent Researcher,  San Juan River RAP)
Plants, Petroglyphs, and Place

This paper describes a continuing investigation into the plant imagery found in the rock art of the lower San Juan 
River, southeastern Utah, and actual botanical data including Native use, environmental factors, and related artifacts in the 
archeological record. As a sculptor, poet, and gardener, I am interested in a broader view of rock art within the context of 
perception and creative expression.

Lawrence Loendorf (Sacred Sites Research, Inc.)
Pictographs, Tobacco Headdresses, and Tobacco Gardens

Using an aerial lift up in front of the main panel at Medicine Lodge Creek, Wyoming recorders studied a series of images 
that are similar to painted figures at the Tensleep, Wyoming, alcove. Apparently the people who painted the images were 
engaged in ceremonies associated with tobacco. The figures include tobacco plants, tobacco headdresses, tobacco gardens, 
and icons that may represent groups or clans that were part of the ceremonies. Tobacco pollen was recovered in association 
with paintings suggesting the floor of the Tensleep alcove itself may have been used as a tobacco garden. 

Ekkehart Malotki (Northern Arizona University)
Persuasive Ice Age Art at the Upper Sand Island Rock Art Gallery

The San Juan River corridor between Bluff and Mexican Hat is an archaeological frontier par excellence. One segment 
along this corridor, known as Upper Sand Island, displays nearly the entire suite of Southwestern rock art graphics, ranging 
from historic Navajo and Ute scenes to a paleocomplex featuring depictions of Pleistocene proboscideans. Credibly identified 
as Columbian mammoths and testifying pictorially to the co-existence of early Paleoamericans with now-extinct megafauna, 
the proboscidean images, if accepted, would establish the site as the only currently reported rock art location in the Western 
Hemisphere with figurative motifs datable to the Ice Age.

Carolynne Merrell (Archaeographics)
Two Southern Idaho Vulviform Sites Compared with Similar Sites in South-Central Nevada and Eastern California.

(This paper is dedicated to the memory of Alanah Woody Ph.D., ARARA member and leading rock art researcher in 
Nevada.) Vulviforms are easily recognized, extensively researched elements found throughout much of the Great Basin, 
especially in the traditional areas of the Western Shoshone and Northern Paiute. Recent investigations at Trapper Cliffs 
and Ibex Hollow in southern Idaho have brought renewed attention to rock art related to female genitalia found on tuff 
outcrops. A preliminary study of the female genitalia motifs shows a striking resemblance to sites found in south-central 
Nevada, where they occur on similar tuff outcrops. A unique geologic feature found along the tuff exposure at Ibex Hollow 
may have influenced the selection of this location for placing elements related to female puberty and/or fertility rites.

William Breen Murray (Universidad de Monterrey)
Sierra de San Carlos, Tamaulipas: Rock Art on the Mexican Gulf Plain (Report)

Explorations in the Sierra de San Carlos, near Burgos, Tamaulipas (Mexico), have revealed a rich trove of Archaic and 
more recent rock art in a previously unexplored area less than 200 miles below the Texas border. Painted images predomi-
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nate, including some elaborate polychrome geometrical designs, and various styles and techniques are represented. A recent 
invited inspection tour provided a unique opportunity to document some of these images.

Ruth Musser-Lopez (Archaeological Heritage Association, River Branch)
Mojave Style

Our conference this year takes place in the hearthland of the “Pipa Aha Macav,” “People of the River”(Lower Colorado), 
“The Mojave.” Mojave language, culture, and traditional religious beliefs are deeply rooted in the region’s landscape, as is their 
rock art. The artistic style and delivery rendered in the artwork adorning pottery crafts and earthen art made by local historic 
tribal artists can be linked to the stylistic patterns viewed in rock art of the greater region, distinguishing Mojave art from 
modern constructions and that of foreign, prehistoric pilgrim-sojourners using trails crossing the river in strategic locations.

William Nightwine (Independent Researcher)
Changes in Rock Art Production

In Arizona most petroglyphs were produced by applying a hammerstone directly to the surface of a desert boulder. This 
simple process allows the artist little variation in style and technique. The introduction of indirect percussion in the process 
provided for some artistic variation. Indirect percussion involved the use of an edged pecking stone between the hammer and 
the boulder surface. Given the difficulty in dating rock art panels and in identifying the detritus resulting from the produc-
tion process, defining a date for the advent of indirect percussion has been elusive. The cultural history of Perry Mesa, just 
north of present day Phoenix on the Agua Fria River, may offer a unique opportunity to overcome this temporal difficulty. 

Jon Picciuolo (Affiliated with the Rock Art Documentation Group), Devlin Gandy (Anthropology Student, U.C. Berkeley), 
and David W. Robinson (Senior Lecturer in Archaeology, University of Central Lancashire)
Pinwheel Cave (CA-KER-5836): Preliminary Archaeoastronomy Implications (Poster)

In June 2014, a summer solstice sunset alignment was observed to dramatically spotlight an anthropomorphic pictograph 
element within Pinwheel Cave (CA-KER-5836) on The Wildlands Conservancy’s Wind Wolves Preserve in Kern County, 
California. This alignment strongly suggests a significant archaeoastronomical function for the cave, which may have been 
a location of Chumash ceremonial activity related to the summer solstice and to the Hutash festival. This poster presents 
details of the June observation. Also presented are additional alignments, both observed and potential, at CA-KER-5836 
which may be the subjects of further investigation.

Angus R. Quinlan and Darla Garey-Sage (Nevada Rock Art Foundation)
Pahranagat Style Rock Art at the Delamar Flat Site, Lincoln County

During October 2012, supported by a grant from the Lincoln County Archaeological Initiative, the Nevada Rock Art 
Foundation carried out archaeological inventory at the Delamar Flat rock art site. The site is notable for containing one of 
the largest concentrations of Pahranagat-style anthropomorphs, a relatively rare and narrowly distributed style. This paper 
describes the results of archaeological investigations at the Delamar Flat site and the site’s broader significance for under-
standing the chronology, social functions, and stylistic attributes of the Pahranagat Anthropomorph Style. 

Kevin Rafferty (College of Southern Nevada and Nevada Rock Art Foundation)
The Rock Art of Valley of Fire, Clark County, Nevada

Since 2003 the College of Southern Nevada (CSN) has conducted five survey field schools in Valley of Fire. Several 
dozen new and previously known rock art sites (petroglyphs and pictographs) have been recorded, ranging in age from the 
Archaic period (ca. 5500–2000 B.P.) to the proto-historic Numic period (ca. 800–150 B.P.). The area saw several different 
cultural traditions occupying the area or using Valley of Fire as a resource procurement zone. This succession of occupations 
and cultural traditions will be examined through a discussion of the rock art resources of the locality.
 

Anne Q. Stoll and George Stoll (Research Associate, SRI Inc.)
Seeking the Shelters of Zimbabwe: Year Three, 2015, the Field Report

We have just returned from our most recent—and perhaps final—expedition to see and photograph San painted rock 
art in Zimbabwe, Africa. We want to share a short photographic summary of the pictographs seen (April 11–May 5, 2015), 
normal and enhanced views, by way of an introduction to the remarkable painted prehistoric art stretching across this country 
from the Matopo Hills on the west to the area north and northeast of Harare, the capital of Zimbabwe. 
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David Sucec (BCS Project)
The Perplexing Panel:  Considerations of Style and Cultural Affiliation

Deep within the Nine Mile Canyon drainage, in the northern reaches of the Book Cliffs, is a panel of large painted 
figures—unusual when compared to the many panels in the canyon system. For years, some viewers seem to have been 
perplexed by its combination of figures, which are painted with similar colors and techniques but with one figure differing 
in body type and proportion from the others. Recently a lively discussion of the panel surfaced on Explorers of Rock Art, a 
Facebook page of some three thousand members. This presentation discusses the styles of the figures and what, if any, sug-
gestions there may be of cultural affiliations.

Alice M. Tratebas (Bureau of Land Management)
Pictograph Dating and Conservation Issues at the Hey Rockshelter in the Black Hills

Pictographs are rare in the Black Hills. A major cluster concentrated in a sacred landscape includes widely varied styles. 
The scarcity of pictographs in the Black Hills makes it difficult to determine their spatial and chronological contexts. Hey 
Rockshelter has black realistic images superimposed by red glyphs. A single paint date provides a limited beginning for a 
temporal framework. Paintings in the Hey shelter are threatened by severe salt spalling. Subsequent to paint sampling, the 
rockshelter was impacted by a major wildfire which potentially may have deposited new carbon on the imagery in the form 
of soot and ash.

Steven J. Waller (Rock Art Acoustics)
The History of Music Notation Began with Rock

The history of music notation is traced backward in time and extrapolated to prehistoric rock art. From today’s post-
modern non-conventional experimental abstract graphic digital visualizations to complex orchestral classical scores, to 
solmization, to neumes for Gregorian chant, to hymns for Apollo carved in marble at Delphi, and cuneiform songs on clay 
tablets, each step in the development of music representation can be seen to develop from its predecessors. Analysis of the 
latest and earliest forms of music notation, seen in historical context, yields insights into rock art symbols that may represent 
records of aurally perceived sounds.

Charles Williams (Friends of Red Rock Canyon, Nevada Rock Art Foundation, SNRAA)
A Poor Man’s GIS (Geographic Information System)

A demonstration on how to create “layered” maps of site features using the free version of Google Earth. This is ac-
complished by separating GPS waypoints into groups then assigning unique colors and icons to the properties for each type 
of feature. Google Earth can then be used to identify relationships between feature types or create site maps utilizing either 
Google Earth photos or topographic maps.

Thank you!
ARARA is pleased to thank the following donors, whose contributions 
have made the Conference Break refreshments possible:

NRAF – Nevada Rock Art Foundation

SNRAA – Southern Nevada Rock Art Association

NAA – Nevada Archaeological Association

Far Western Anthropological Research Group

Archaeo-Nevada
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Action Central: The Centre for Rock Art Research + 
Management at the University of Western Australia

By Dr. Jamie Hampson 

THERE are now six full-time staff members of the Centre 
for Rock Art Research + Management (CRAR+M) at 

the University of Western Australia (UWA) in Perth: Drs. 
Jo McDonald, Peter Veth, Benjamin Smith, Sven Ouzman, 
Jamie Hampson, and Leslie Zubieta. Six CRAR+M projects 
are exclusively in Australia, while ten are primarily on other 
continents: Europe, Africa, Asia, or the Americas. In addition 
to the full-time rock art researchers, there are four associated 
university archaeologists (Drs. Balme, Paterson, Porr, and 
T. Whitley) and three postgraduate students (Sam Harper, 
Meg Berry, and Lucia Clayton Martinez), all of whom work 
closely with rock art.

Australian Projects
Murujuga: Dynamics of the Dreaming  
(McDonald, Veth, Hampson et al.)

Located on the Pilbara coast of Western Australia, 
Murujuga (which means Hipbone-Sticking-Up in the local 
Ngarda-Ngarli language), or the Dampier Archipelago, 
is one of the world’s most significant rock art regions 
(Figure 1). The petroglyph assemblage, which exhibits 

extreme stylistic heterogeneity, includes anthropomorphs, 
some with headdresses and other possible ritualistic 
paraphernalia; zoomorphs (both terrestrial and marine 
species); therianthropes; geometrics; and what may be the 
earliest representations of the human face. In this project, 
CRAR+M collaborates with Traditional Owners and Rio 
Tinto Iron Ore to research the deep time and contemporary 
social values of Murujuga.

The Canning Stock Route (McDonald, Veth)
Traditional Owners are increasingly concerned about the 

protection and management of Aboriginal sites along the 
Canning Stock Route, a trail blazed by Anglo-Australians 
across the Western Desert in 1906. Impacts on rock art and 
also totemic sites (places and landscapes with Jukurrpa i.e., 
“Dreaming”) have accelerated with the increase of 4WD and 
tourism generally. Working with Karen Steelman (University 
of Central Arkansas), more than 35 pigment samples have been 
radiocarbon dated; crusts overlying engravings have also been 
sampled (Figure 2). CRAR+M researchers continue to work 
with traditional custodians to develop management plans and 
interpretive information for sustainable tourism ventures.

Weld Range Ochre Provenance (Winton, Brown)
This project investigates past social networks through 

tracing the use and movement of ochre in Western Australia. 
Studies include chemical finger-printing of both raw ochre 
and painted motifs to examine ochre movement; rock art 
recording to investigate the localised use of ochre; and 

Figure 1. There are more than a million motifs on the Murujuga 
boulders in Western Australia (photograph by the author).

...continued on next page

Figure 2. Drs. McDonald and Steelman sampling pigment  
on the Canning Stock Route (photograph by Peter Veth).
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excavation at two painted sites to explore the antiquity and 
context of ochre use. 

Contact Rock Art in the Pilbara (Paterson)
This project is beginning to reveal the different ways that 

rock art was used by people such as the Ngarluma groups of 
the Pilbara during the early phases of culture contact, and 
the aspects of the frontier that were the focus of depiction.

Port Hedland Conservation Project  
(McDonald, Zubieta)

In collaboration with BHP Billiton Iron Ore, this project 
develops a conservation management plan for engravings. 
Working together with Traditional Owners, this work seeks 
to raise awareness on the richness and significance of the 
engravings for the Aboriginal communities in the area, to 
help create sustainable economies in the region, and to ensure 
the long-term protection of the sites.

Dating and Preserving Kimberley Rock Art (Porr)
Funded in part by the National Geographic Society, this 

project has yielded a detailed record and subsequent analysis 
of rock art on the King George River in the Kimberley 
(Figure 3). The project also involves sampling for dating and 
compositional analyses. 

Projects Predominantly Outside Australia, 
and Comparative Work
Rock Art of the Western Desert (Australia) and  
Great Basin (U.S.A.) (McDonald)

How do people use rock art as they first move into arid 
zones? Jo continues to liaise with Western Desert Traditional 
Owners about the significance and meaning of rock art and 
its interface with the Dreaming. Based at U.C.-Berkeley, Jo 
also works with a number of Great Basin scholars and BLM 
managers in California and Nevada to investigate spatial and 
diachronic patterning in Great Basin rock art. Collaborating 
with the Center of Digital Archaeology (CoDA), she is 
developing a digital heritage database for rock art sites.

Rock Art Heritage Off The Rocks (Hampson)
Rock art is implicated in cultural identity today in many 

different contexts: social, political, and commercial (Figure 
4). This European Union funded project, in conjunction with 
Stanford University (U.S.A.) and the University of York (U.K.), 
analyses exactly how rock art is used in identity-formation 
processes, in three nations today: Australia, the U.S.A., 
and South Africa. This project also tests the proposal that 
appropriate management of heritage sites in national parks can 

Figure 3. Dr. Peter Veth in front of a famous Kimberley  
pictograph (photograph by Sven Ouzman).

Figure 4. Rock art off the rocks in a visitor center in Kakadu  
National Park (photograph by the author).

Figure 5. Eland pictograph, for Dr. Hampson’s project on rock art 
regionalism (photograph by the author).

Action Central ... continued from page 11
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Looking at Antiquity: A Visit to the Gault Site
By Breen Murray 

ON the edge of the Texas hill country about 40 miles 
north of Austin, archaeologists have found some 

surprising evidence of ancient inhabitants in the New World. 
Although the Gault site has no spectacular features—
elaborate constructions, princesses buried with their jewelry, 
or petroglyphs with the keys to universal wisdom—and looks 
superficially like just any piece of central Texas farmland, it 
is well worth a visit, as I recently found out during a guided 
tour with Dr. Clark Wernecke, one of its principal excavators. 
Excavations here have now traced its earliest occupation back 
to pre-Clovis times some 12,000 to 14,000 years ago, making 
it some of the oldest dated evidence of human activity in 
North America. 

The site is located along Buttermilk Creek, a little spring-
fed stream flowing off the Edwards Plateau (Figure 1). In this 
area, a porous limestone bed is underlain by an impervious 
layer which captures ground water and feeds nearly all the 
rivers in Texas. It must have been a very attractive place 
for early hunter-gatherers, lying between two distinctive 
ecotones, the stony uplands of the plateau and the deeper 
soils of the grassy high plains to the east. Trees line the 
stream, and the water would certainly have attracted a wide 

gamut of animals, including mastodons and the Colombian 
mammoth whose remains have been found associated with 
the evidence of human hunters. The biggest attraction at 
this place, however, was an abundant deposit of the highest 
quality chert I have ever seen, a raw material ideal for making 
stone tools, which was discovered by some of the first hunters 
to roam these parts. 

Although the Gault site has been known since 1929 and 
is noted in early Texas archaeological studies, for decades the 
owners of the nearby ranch allowed pay-to-dig operations 
which looted most of the readily available material. Some 
surprise finds in the early 1990s revealed older strata 
at a greater depth which were largely unaffected by the 
looting, and this prompted renewed interest in the site´s 
archaeological potential. Formal excavations began in 1999 
under the auspices of the Gault School of Archaeological 
Research at Texas State University, San Marcos. They have 
uncovered a stratigraphic profile now more than 3 meters 
deep down to bedrock (Figure 2) which yielded more than 
1.6 million artifacts of diverse types, a lithic tool kit that 
includes the largest concentration of Clovis projectile points 
from any site in North America. 

...continued on next page

and does make a difference, challenging people’s preconceptions 
of rock art and of the Indigenous people who made it.

Rock Art Regionalism and Identity (Hampson)
Researchers often write of rock art regions without 

according the concept sufficient theoretical consideration. 
How should rock art regions be defined, and how should they 
be compared? This project—an extension of the case studies in 
Jamie’s book (Left Coast Press, April 2015)—addresses socio-
economic and ideological aspects of rock art in under-studied 
regions, both with and without ethnography. Case studies are 
drawn from Australia, India, South Africa, and North America.

Rock Markings: How People Make Spaces Places 
(Ouzman)

The hitherto under-researched category of “rock 
markings” offer insights into how people transform “spaces” 
into humanised “places.” These markings include abraded 
areas, cupules, incisions, grooves, etc., that were not made 
for utilitarian purposes such as grinding foodstuffs. Rather, 
they are a visual residue of multi-sensorial interactions people 
have with places. Sven’s project focuses on rock markings in 
Australia and southern Africa, and seeks to better integrate 
rock art with excavation-centric archaeology.

The Rock Art of the Khoekhoen Herders of Southern 
Africa (Smith, Ouzman)

This project considers an under-explored component of 
southern African rock art: the predominantly geometric rock 
art of Khoekhoen herders made within the last two millennia.

The Rock Art of Guangxi Province, China (Smith with 
the Rock Art Research Association of China)

The first phase of this project dates motifs using the 
uranium-thorium (U-Th) dating method. Subsequent 
phases will explore the social context in which the rock art 
was produced.

Additional Studies
The final four projects are on the relationships between 

rock art and quartz (Hampson); on the relationships 
between rock art and different forms of knowledge in human 
societies (Porr); on the theorisation of time (Ouzman); and 
on footprints as powerful metonyms and metaphors for the 
human condition. I’ll let Sven Ouzman have the last word: 
“Many rock art traditions depict the prints of humans, other 
animals, and Beings. Much more than ‘images,’ these prints are 
integral to a phenomenological ‘being in the world’ and help 
trace the origins and trajectories of humanised pathways.” 
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Of special interest to rock art researchers is a much 
smaller sample of more than a hundred engraved stones 
found. They were made on both limestone plaques and chert 
nodules using sharp pieces of chert as engraving tools (Figure 
3). Some—but not all—are associated with the Clovis and 
pre-Clovis strata, and they constitute the earliest examples 
of paleoart found in a dateable context. The engravings, 
especially those etched on chert, are sometimes very clear, but 
others are practically invisible to the naked eye and require 
microscopic examination to detect and draw their markings. 

The designs are simple geometric patterns—line 
sequences, zigzags, and cross-hatching very similar to early 
petroglyphs from other sites in the U.S. Southwest and 
northern Mexico. Only two examples may be representations 
of some plant, but even these are rather ambiguous. Although 
some researchers attribute these designs to altered states of 
consciousness, Wernecke has found comparable examples 
in the archaeological literature from all over the world. He 
suspects these patterns derive from a deeper level of innate 
brain cognition common to all humans and manifested even 
in very early childhood. 

The Gault site is not just a hunting site and lithic workshop 
either. It is a multi-use site with many elements. Another 
feature found in the excavation was a burnt rock midden 
characteristic of the Middle Archaic period in central Texas 
between about 3500 and 5000 years ago. It was evidently used 
in the preparation of plant foods like sotol which requires a 
long time to cook to make them edible. One unique feature 
is a rectangular stone arrangement which looks like the base 
for a structure made of perishable materials. This would have 
protected any happy campers from the wet ground. It may 
indicate that the site was occupied more continuously in 
some time periods, a meeting place which provided abundant 
subsistence options and brought together people for social 
aggregation. A single petroglyph of a Spanish mission church 

is carved in the soft limestone and testifies to the site’s use 
into historic times.

At present, the site is owned by Archaeological 
Conservancy and managed by the Gault Archaeological 
Research Center. No more excavations are planned after 
this summer but only 3% of the site has been dug, so even 
after many seasons of digging, there is still much more to be 
learned from this unique location. The site has been featured 
on television programs and in National Geographic magazine 
and a more-detailed presentation of the Gault excavation 
project is available in an article by Ashley Lemke, Clark 
Wernecke and the director of the project, Michael Collins, 
in the latest issue of American Antiquity 80(1):113‒133. A 
monograph based on the materials excavated so far is also in 
preparation and should be available sometime next year. The 
engraved rocks are described in greater detail and illustrated 
in a paper presented at the Albuquerque, 2013 IFRAO 
Conference on a CD available from ARARA. 

If you would like to see where the earliest inhabitants 
of the North American continent lived and what they were 
looking for, come to Texas! The Gault site is a place where 
you can put your hands on antiquity and see what the “Stone” 
age really means! 

Figure 1. Overview of the Gault site’s setting  
(photograph by the author).

Figure 2. Clark Wernecke explaining the stratigraphy of the  
deepest excavation at the Gault site, which reached  
pre-Clovis levels (photograph by Fred Hoffman).

Figure 3. Engraved geometric design on a piece of fine chert  
(photograph by Fred Hoffman).

The Gault Site... continued from page 13
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Rock Art Bookshelf – Article

Age of Barrier Canyon-Style 
Rock Art

Pederson, Joel L., Melissa S. Chapot, Steven R. Simms, Reza 
Sohbati, Tammy M. Rittenour, Andrew S. Murray, and 
Gary Cox

2014 Age of Barrier Canyon-style Rock Art Constrained 
by Cross-Cutting Relations and Luminescence Dating 
Techniques. 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Science, Volume 
1111, No. 36:12986-12991 (9 September 2014 Issue) and 
Supplementary Materials available at 
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1405402111

Reviewed by Alexander Rogers
Archaeology Curator, Maturango Museum

BARRIER Canyon-style (BCS) rock art of the Colorado 
Plateau is spectacular in the extreme, consisting 

primarily of tall, ghostly looking anthropomorphs with 
various smaller, attendant figures (Figure 1). Most BCS rock 
art consists of pictographs, with some pecking of the rock 
surface included. Something about the figures reaches deep 
into the human psyche even today, although the meaning 
and date of the rock art are completely unknown. 

Previous attempts to date the rock art by other means 
have failed, and speculations on age range from the early 
Archaic (5600–5000 B.C., Coulam and Schroedl 1996) 
to post-Fremont (A.D. 1400, Manning 1990). The most 
common interpretation places the BCS in the late Archaic 
(2000 B.C.–A.D. 1, Schaafsma 1971), an interpretation 
attested by numerous signs installed by the BLM and the 
National Park Service. However, recent research on dating 
of geologic formations by optically stimulated luminescence 
(OSL) has been able to constrain the age to about A.D. 
400–1100 (Pederson et al. 2014), the subject of this review.

The BCS type site, known as the “Great Gallery,” is located 
on a high wall of Navajo formation sandstone in Horseshoe 
Canyon, Utah, in an outlying unit of Canyonlands National 

...continued on next page

In Memory

John K. Clegg (1935-2015)
Reproduced from Australian Archaeological Association website, 

posted March 16, 2015, accessed April 29, 2015 

IT is with great sadness that we announce the death of John 
Clegg, one of the pioneers of modern rock art research in 

Australia.
John was born in Nottingham and grew up in Cambridge, 

England. He graduated from Cambridge with a B.A. 
Honours and Certificate in Education in 1959 and an 
M.A. Honours in 1962. John’s Master’s Thesis (Mathesis 
Words, Mathesis Pictures 1978), which analyzed Bare Hill 
rock art (near Cairns), was the first in Australia to explore 
the archaeological nature of rock art and earned him the 
University Medal. John produced about 60 monographs, 
reports, academic papers and book chapters throughout 
his career, with a focus on methodology and theory in the 
teaching of rock art. His collaborations with Thomas Heyd 
on aesthetics were formative in the development of this 
theoretical area of rock art discourse.

Over his 25 years at Sydney University, John taught 
hundreds of students how to see, look at, and analyze rock 
art. In the 1980s and 1990s, he was instrumental in training 
and mentoring a number of rock art researchers (including 
Natalie Franklin, Tania Konecny, Jo McDonald, Laurajane 
Smith, and Meredith Wilson) most of whom went on to 
undertake doctoral research in Australia, and many of whom 
are still involved in rock art and/or heritage research today.

John was responsible for introducing the public to the 
fabulous rock art of the Sydney region with his very popular 
Field Guide (Stanbury and Clegg 1990). The Guide was 
produced at a time when there was no public interpretive 
strategy for this region’s amazing rock art sites. He undertook 
experimental work on Sydney sandstone to determine likely 
time-frames required to produce the large engravings on the 
open horizontal platforms. His interest in the techniques 
and technologies of rock art influenced the insights which 
he brought to his analysis of rock art.

On a personal note, as with most of John’s students, I 
deeply appreciate the intellect, eclectic eccentricity, humor, 
and gentle humanity that John shared generously with his 
students. I will always remember the lessons he taught and 
the sheer joy he had of being on a rock art site. Stories of 
his undergrad teaching are legion: memories of Monty-
Pythonesque experiences in the field are equally numerous. 
The world is a less interesting place on his passing. 

—Jo McDonald, Vice President
Australian Archaeological Association

Post Script: A list of John’s numerous publications can be 
compiled by querying Rock Art Studies: A Bibliographic 
Database (internet version), by Leigh Marymor (Compiler) 
at: bancroft.berkeley.edu/collections/rockart/search.html
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Park. The canyon trends generally northeast to southwest, 
and the Great Gallery is in an alcove on the northwest wall. 
The geology of the canyon is dynamic, as can be seen in any 
visit to the site. The floor of the canyon has been down-cut 
since the rock art was created, so it is necessary to climb 
a low alluvial bench to approach it. Portions of the rock 
surface containing the rock art have spalled off due to natural 
geologic processes. The research reported by Pederson et al. 
(2014) represents the application of OSL to date features 
that characterize the dynamic geology of the site. Dating 
the geological steps by which the alcove was formed places 
constraints on the possible age of the rock art, making it 
unnecessary to date the rock art itself.

The OSL Method
All sedimentary rocks and soils contain trace amounts 

of radioactive isotopes. These slowly decay over time and 
the ionizing radiation they produce is absorbed by other 
constituents of the soil sediments, particularly quartz and 
feldspar crystals. The resulting trapped charge within these 
minerals remains as structurally unstable electron traps 
within the mineral grains. Stimulating a soil sample using 
either blue, green, or infrared light causes a luminescence 
signal to be emitted as the stored unstable electron energy is 
released. The intensity of the emitted signal varies depending 
on the amount of radiation absorbed during burial, and 
specific properties of the mineral. The trapped charge 
accumulates at a rate over time determined by the amount 
of background radiation at the location where the sample 
was buried. Exposure to sunlight causes a “bleaching” effect, 
which resets the luminescence signal and so the time elapsed 
since the sample was buried can be calculated.

A further refinement, known as OSL profile analysis, 
makes it possible to estimate the length of time a surface was 
exposed to sunlight (Sohbati et al. 2012). The “bleaching” by 
sunlight is not simply a surface phenomenon, but extends 
a few millimeters into the rock surface, eventually coming 
to equilibrium with the natural radiation dose within the 
rock. Thus, the luminescence signal varies as a function of 
depth: by measuring the signal and performing a curve-fitting 
technique, the length of time the surface was exposed to 
sunlight can be estimated. 

Application in Barrier Canyon
The research reported by Pederson et al. (2014) consisted 

of three principal steps: estimating when the Navajo formation 
sandstone of the gallery was first exposed by down-cutting, 
measuring when a boulder containing rock art spalled off, 

and estimating how long the downward-facing surface of 
the boulder had been exposed to sunlight prior to spalling.

The first set of measurements established a maximum 
possible age. By applying OSL to a sample from the bedrock 
bench immediately below the panel, an age of 8.01 ± 1.13 Kya 
(thousands of years ago) was obtained. This constrains the 
oldest possible age for the rock art (6100 ± 1130 B.C.), as the 
rock surface containing the rock art was not exposed until 
then. (See Pederson et al. 2014 for details of the stratigraphy 
in the canyon.)

The second set of measurements addressed the rockfall, 
in which a boulder containing pigments was measured. The 
downward-facing surface was dated by OSL. In addition, the 
boulder fall had fortuitously trapped a cottonwood leaf under 
it, so its age was measured by radiocarbon. The OSL age on the 
boulder was 0.89 ± 0.07 Kya, and the age of the cottonwood leaf 
was 0.93 ± 0.08 Kya (calibrated). The two demonstrate a rockfall 
at about A.D. 1100. (Again, see Pederson et al. 2014 for details.)

The final set of measurements estimates the exposure 
duration before the rockfall. The analysis is complex because 
the surface was first exposed to sunlight for some period, 
then buried face-down where it started re-accumulating 
a radiation dose. The profile analysis yields an exposure 
duration of approximately 700 years prior to the rockfall. 
Pederson et al. (2014) and Sohbati et al. (2012) describe the 
analysis in detail.

Putting all of this together, the geologic evidence indicates 
the Navajo formation surface containing the art was first 
exposed around 6100 B.C., providing a “canvas” for painting. 
This eliminates any possibility of earlier ages. Subsequently, 
between about A.D. 400 and 1100 the panels were created 
by the artists; and at about A.D. 1100, the rockfall occurred. 
This age bracket agrees with the tentative A.D. 900 AMS 
date previously proposed by Watchman (2003). 

The research reported here is a good example of the 
application of improved technical methods to dating rock 
art. (A previous example was provided by Pike 2012, which 
applied AMS-based uranium-thorium dating to the rock art 

Barrier Canyon-Style... continued from page 15

Figure 1. Figures in the Great Gallery (photo by Ken Hedges).
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ANNE Stoll’s article, “ ‘But What Does it MEAN?’ 
Conversations with a Martian on Meaning in Rock 

Art,” in the March 2015 issue of La Pintura, brought to 
mind my encounter with a group of signs in a rock shelter 
in Queensland, Australia, after the 1992 IFRAO Congress 
in Cairns. 

Queensland National Parks took a group of us to view 
the pictograph site in the shelter on Hook Island in the 
Whitsunday Islands. In the shelter were four signs, side-by-
side. I did not take a photo of the signs, but have reproduced 
them in the same order, above.

Anne’s Martian friend would likely not only be confused 
by the prohibition on old tents, why anyone would need a 
rifle in the shelter, why one particular kind of animal is not 
allowed, or why anyone would need a fire to keep warm in 
such a tropical setting. No, misled by the proximity of the 
four signs and assuming them therefore related, she might 
conclude that she is seeing a sentence and ask, “Why would 
anyone shoot a dog and cook it in their tent?”.

The lesson: Just because figures are contemporaneous 
and adjacent does not imply a relationship. 

—submitted by Jim Royle

at Alta Mira that pushed back the chronology of cave use and 
cave art in northern Spain as far as the early Aurignacian, 
ca. 41,000 years ago, overlapping with Neanderthal.) The 
techniques which succeed in any particular case depend 
on the particular geology of the site. As a further caveat, 
Pederson et al. (2014) point out that they have only dated 
the BCS type site, and other BCS sites may be earlier or later.

Implications and Speculations
The research reported by Pederson et al. (2014) permits 

a few cautious speculations about the social origins of the 
BCS rock art. The age constraints derived from geology 
place the style squarely within the Fremont period. Further, 
the BCS art often co-occurs with Fremont style rock art, 
and I suggest they were both products of the same society, 
although perhaps by different groups within the society. The 
Fremont style often appears threatening, depicting armed and 
helmeted (masked?) male figures, frequently holding scalps. 
The BCS art is not threatening, but appears almost ethereal 
or spiritual, and, as remarked above, prompts an immediate 
spiritual reaction, even today, in people who do not share the 
belief system of the artists. This leads me to speculate that 
Fremont style rock art was intended as territorial markers 
and warnings of socio-political power, while the BCS art had a 
religious purpose. I will take the speculation a bit further and 
suggest that Fremont style rock art was created by community 
leaders or “big men,” and the BCS by religious specialists. All 
of this remains to be proven, of course. 
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Pintura a better journal. Editorial guidelines can be found 
on the inside back cover of every issue.

Editorial Deadlines for La Pintura
To insure timely publication of each issue of La Pintura, 
please follow the following schedule of deadlines for all 
editorial copy and other submissions:

2015 Issue 3: July 15, 2015
2015 Issue 4: October 15, 2015
2016 Issue 1: January 15, 2016

2016 Issue 2: April 15, 2016

Send all materials for inclusion in La Pintura to: 
William Breen Murray, Editor 

WBMurray1@yahoo.com
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ARARA Code of Ethics
The American Rock Art Research Association subscribes to the 
following Code of Ethics and enjoins its members, as a condition of 
membership, to abide by the standards of conduct stated herein.
1. All local, state, and national antiquities laws will be strictly adhered 
to by the membership of ARARA. Rock art research shall be subject to 
appropriate regulations and property access requirements.
2. All rock art recording shall be non-destructive with regard to the 
rock art itself and the associated archaeological remains which may be 
present. No artifacts shall be collected unless the work is done as part 
of a legally constituted program of archaeological survey or excavation.
3. No excavation shall be conducted unless the work is done as part of 
a legally constituted excavation project. Removal of soil shall not be 
undertaken for the sole purpose of exposing sub-surface rock art.
4. Potentially destructive recording and research procedures shall be 
undertaken only after careful consideration of any potential damage 
to the rock art site.
5. Using the name of the American Rock Art Research Association, 
the initials of ARARA, and/or the logos adopted by the Association and 
the identification of an individual as a member of ARARA are allowed 
only in conjunction with rock art projects undertaken in full accordance 
with accepted professional archaeological standards. The name ARARA 
may not be used for commercial purposes. While members may use their 
affiliation with ARARA for identification purposes, research projects 
may not be represented as having the sponsorship of ARARA without 
express approval of the Executive Committee.
The ARARA Code of Ethics, points 1 through 5, was adopted at the 
annual business meeting on May 24, 1987. The Code of Ethics was 
amended with the addition of the opening paragraph at the annual 
business meeting, May 28, 1988.

ARARA Officers & Board
e-mail: ARARABoard@gmail.com 

  President   Diane Hamann
  Vice-President  Sandy Rogers
  Secretary   Jennifer Huang
  Treasurer   Jack Wedgwood
  Conference Planner Donna Gillette
  Board Members  Ann Brierty 
      Chris Gralapp
      Jim Keyser
      Scott Seibel

La Pintura is published by the American Rock Art Research Association. All Editorial material for La Pintura should be sent via e-mail to the 
Editor, William Breen Murray, at WBMurray1@yahoo.com. Opinions expressed in signed articles are those of the authors and do not necessar-
ily represent the views of the American Rock Art Research Association. La Pintura solicits articles, news, letters to the editor, and other items of 
interest to its readers. Please observe the following criteria for all manuscripts submitted. Letter to the Editor: No special format necessary. News 
Items: Please indicate all pertinent information such as the event, time, place, cost (if any), group or person in charge, who to contact, addresses, 
and deadlines. Rock Art current events and news items of interest to our members that need public notice prior to the next issue of La Pintura 
should be sent to ARARA’s monthly electronic newsletter “ARARA Online.” Contact Amy Gilreath at amy@farwestern.com. Articles: Manuscripts 
of original research are always welcome. They should embrace sound principles of investigation and present data in a clear and concise manner. 
Consult American Antiquity for body copy, notes, literature citations, and the proper format for References Cited. Articles are subject to editing for 
length. Please submit all materials intended for publication via e-mail (WBMurray1@yahoo.com). Please include author’s name, title or profes-
sion, affiliation, city, state, and return e-mail address. Send illustrations as e-mail attachments. Submit line drawings as 1200dpi bitmap .tif files 
and black-and-white or color photographs as 300dpi high-quality-level .jpg images. Materials that cannot be e-mailed may be sent to the mailing 
address: ARARA, Attn: Amy Gilreath, Far Western, 2727 Del Rio Place, Suite A, Davis, CA 95618.

http://www.arara.org

The American Rock Art Research Association 
is a non-profit organization dedicated to encour-
age and to advance research in the field of rock 
art. Association members work for the protec-
tion and preservation of rock art sites through 
cooperative action with private landowners and 
appropriate state and federal agencies.
    The Association strives to promote non-
destructive utilization of rock art for scientific, 
educational, and artistic purposes. This is ac-
complished through a wide-ranging program 
to inform and educate the members as well 
as the general public regarding the rock art 
heritage of the United States as well as world-
wide. These goals are comunicated through 
the quarterly newsletter, La Pintura. Annual 

three-day conferences give both members and others interested in rock 
art the opportunity to share professional papers, slide presentations, and 
informal discussions.
 Membership in the American Rock Art Research Association is 
open to all with an active interest in research, non-destructive use, and 
preservation of rock art, regardless of their nationality or country of 
residence. Membership fees are:
   Donor  $120.00
   Family  $50.00
   Individual $45.00
   Society/Institution $60.00
   Student  $35.00

*Student rate requires photocopy of current student 
ID. Foreign members please add $5.00 for Canada/
Mexico, $10 for other countries.

 Membership runs from January 1 through December 31 of each year. 
The Association is concerned primarily with American rock art, but 
membership is international in scope. Benefits include La Pintura, one 
copy of American Indian Rock Art for the year, reduced conference fees, 
and current news in the field of rock art. More importantly, membership 
means a shared concern for the ongoing conservation and preservation 
of one of the most significant elements of our heritage. Send member-
ships to:
     ARARA Membership
     Donna Yoder
     2533 W. Calle Genova
     Tucson, AZ 85745-2526
     e-mail: donnayoder@cox.net
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